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Copyright, sharing, and attribution notice

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0

Unported License. To view a copy of this license, please visit

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

This license allows you:

I to share - to copy, distribute and transmit the work

I to adapt - but you must distribute the new result under the
same or similar license to this one

I commercialize - you are allowed to create commercial
applications based on this work

I attribution - you must attribute the work as follows:
I “Portions of this work are the copyright of ConnectMV”, or
I “This work is the copyright of ConnectMV”
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We appreciate:

I if you let us know about any errors in the slides

I any suggestions to improve the notes

I telling us if you use the slides, especially commercially, so we
can inform you of major updates

I emailing us to ask about different licensing terms

All of the above can be done by writing us at

courses@connectmv.com

If reporting errors/updates, please quote the current revision number: 268:adfd
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Multivariate characterization: Objective

Many cases we are faced with a characterization problem. For
example:

I select catalysts for a pilot plant study to produces chemical d
I select surfactants that will be blended with a product to

achieve certain desired product properties

Aim: How do we choose contenders from a list of potential
candidates?

Example

Pick some solvents, from a list of 103 potential solvents.

I How do we characterize the solvents?
I You wouldn’t pick hexane (C6H14) and heptane (C7H16),

because they will likely behave similarly.
I How do you pick a few testing solvents that “span the space”

of all available solvents? ©ConnectMV, 2011 4



Approach

1. Identify many candidates

2. For each candidate, collect as much information as possible:
I melting point and boiling point
I density
I specific heat
I viscosity at 300K
I dipole moments
I bond lengths
I spectroscopic scans (e.g. NIR spectra)

There will likely be missing values for some candidates.

3. Build a PCA model. In the solvents example1, we would expect

hexane and heptane to be close together.

1
Verify it. Download the data at http://datasets.connectmv.com/info/solvents
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Approach (continued)

4. Select representative samples from the PCA score space.
Either

(a) Use a DOE factorial in the
scores
(c) Use D-optimal designs (next)

(b) Manually select observations
“to adequately cover the space”,
taking any constraints into
account ©ConnectMV, 2011 6



Notes on Multivariate Characterization
I Sometimes is worth keeping observations that are known to be

unsuitable (too expensive, too reactive). They help the
loadings span the directions of the principal properties.

I A more structured, better approach is to use a D-optimal
experimental design to select points in the score space:

I uses a candidate exchange algorithm
I objective of that algorithm is to span the maximum volume
I by selecting N (user-specified) points in the score space;
I especially useful when scores span more than 2 components

Approach often used by research groups: e.g. drug design

References
I Multivariate design Wold et al. Analytica Chimica Acta, 1986.
I Solvents example: Carlson et al. “Screening of suitable

solvents in organic synthesis”, Acta Chemica Scandinavica,
1985.
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Next steps

Once the reduced number of objects are selected

1. Perform your experiments with the limited subset

2. Calculate your performance metrics
I Catalysts for a pilot plant study that produces chemical d :

I percent conversion of raw material
I product purity of d

I Surfactants to achieve certain desired product properties:
I blend viscosity
I uniformity
I product stability (does it separate?)

3. Build a PLS model to predict these properties, Y, from the
given descriptors, X

4. Predict the properties of the testing data: the subset of
objects not used in the experiments

5. Use the predictions to identify other interesting compounds for
further testing; or select an object that meets objectives for Y
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Filling in gaps

We will often find regions in our score plot that have “holes”: no
observations.

Let new score location be τT
new = [t1,new, t2,new, . . . tA,new]

Question: what are characteristics of an observation in that hole?
i.e. find x̂new that gives τ new

1. Use trial-and-error values in x̂new

2. Use the model’s predictions: for both PLS and PCA
I x̂T

new = τT
newPT

I SPE will be 0, since x̂T
new is on the model plane

This is just one of many solutions that gets the required τ new.

Forced to be on the model plane ... a choice that makes sense
in many cases.
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Demonstration: using food texture data set

Recall the food texture data set:

I Model’s 95% SPE limit is 2.9; R2
A=2 = 86.5%

I There is a hole in the scores at (t1, t2) = (0.5,−1.5)
I What settings of the 5 variables will get a score value at the

desired location?
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Demonstration: using food texture data set

1. Fill in some holes in the score space
I using a trial-and-error approach to find x̂T

new

I use custom software demo

I finding x̂T
new on the model plane

I use course software demo

2. Find x̂ for point B758 (point 36), given (t1, t2) = (3.6,−1.76)
I by trial-and-error
I using x̂T

new = τT
newPT

I verify x̂ is close to the actual x for B758
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“What-if” analysis

The trial-and-error approach we just demonstrated is also known
as “what-if ” simulation.

I Not a good procedure, because solutions can be far from the
model plane

I The solution on the model plane (SPE=0) is just one of many
solutions for τT

new

Both approaches can be solved using an optimization problem.
Next ...
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Structured, optimization approach to model inversion

Model inversion problems can be posed as optimization programs.

The simple model inversion of finding xnew so that it is on the
model plane and gets as close as possible to the desired score
location, τT

new:

min
xnew

φ = (τ des − τ new)T (τ des − τ new)

subject to: τ new = PTxnew

I τ des is the set of scores we desire
I τ new is the actual set of score we achieve
I xnew are the conditions we will implement (search variables)

Set
∂φ

∂xnew
= 0 to prove

xnew = Pτ new finds the mimumum
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Adding some constraints

Many cases we have constraints on our variables. For example, in
this w∗c plot:

Objective: Find settings of variables A, C, D, F so that we move to
our desired point τ des = (−0.3,−0.1). Note that we cannot adjust
variables B and E.
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Adding some constraints

min
xnew

φ = (τ des − τ new)T (τ des − τ new)

subject to:
I τ des = (−0.3,−0.1)
I τ new = W∗Txnew

I xnew,B and xnew,E are fixed at given values

This reduces the degrees of freedom in the search space. We have
6 degrees of freedom without the 2 equality constraints; adding 2
constraints reduces degrees of freedom to 4.

Notice that PCA and PLS models can be optimized:
I PCA: τ new = PTxnew

I PLS: τ new = W∗Txnew

These equations ensure the xnew lie on the model plane (i.e. are
consistent with the model)
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Recap: PLS equations

In the previous section we considered going from the scores back
to the X space. Now we will consider going from Y to X, via the
scores, T.

X = TPT + E T = XW∗
Y = TCT + F
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Product development using latent variable methods

Objective

Use our databases of existing products, to achieve a new product
target (or variation on an existing product) much faster.

The usual approach: start from a “similar” product.

We always have 3 “degrees of freemdom” to adjust:

I recipe ratios of raw materials

I process settings

I ingredients/raw materials (last resort though)

to achieve the desired new target.

Adjustment is almost always by “trial and error”; sometimes
designed experiments.
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Product development using latent variable methods

Drivers:
I Customer demands for product properties change slightly

I suppliers respond by developing product families
I Pluronic®F87, F87 NF, F87 NF Prill Poloxamer 237, etc

I Customer demands change rapidly; remain for a short time
I faster development means we can profit for a while longer

I Internal cost cutting of raw materials/energy use/etc
I Government regulations (e.g. salt or trans-fats)

I In both cases, it is not a “new product”; rather we try to
create the same product, but in a different way
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Working backwards ... specifying the desired properties

Product development starts by setting the values of the desired
properties.

Example specifications for a food product:

I colour, an appearance attribute

I 3 analytical attributes (trans-fat, salt, acidity)

I 4 sensory and organoleptic attributes (texture, crispiness,
flavour concentration, smell)

I shelf life

For now, we assume we are given an exact value for each property.2

New product’s desired properties collected in a vector ydes

2We will show how to handle property ranges later
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The first check

Preliminary check: the new ydes must be multivariately consistent
with previous products made

Approach:

I Build a PCA model on the Y
data only

I Use ydes as a new observation,
and

I project it onto this PCA model.
I Are SPE and T 2 below the

limits?
I Yes: continue on to find τ new

I No: we may need some
experiments before we keep
going. See Muteki’s thesis for
details. Also Nichols’ thesis
for an example.
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References for the next slides

I Jaeckle PhD thesis and her papers

I Muteki et al.: Rapid product development using diverse
data-bases and latent variables

I Muteki et al.: Mixture designs and models for selecting
ingredients and ratios

I and more details in Koji Muteki’s PhD thesis

I Salvador Garćıa-Muñoz PhD thesis and papers

I Flores-Cerrillo PhD thesis, chapter 5

I and see the case studies below
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Data requirements

Require database of N previous products made

I KP process settings for each product; stored in X(P)

I ratios of the KI ingredients; stored in R
I best to work with (mass) ratios, so we are not affected by size

of different products
I sum of values within each row of R is 1.0

I final product properties achieved Y (in the N ×M matrix)
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Usual approach (not recommended)

I Adjust recipe ratios, R, in a DOE fashion to achieve ydes

I Augment DOE with changes in process conditions, X(P), if
required

Try different raw materials (ingredients) as a last resort: because it
is a large, combinatorial problem.

I Select raw materials; run a DOE by varying R and X(P)

I Failed? Select different raw materials; repeat DOE

I Repeat until you get close to ydes

The leads to a large number of experiments being run by most
companies.

There must be a faster way ...
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Use a database of raw material properties, D

The P properties are measured in-house, or given by various
suppliers: many missing values in D
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Objective for this section
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Mixture matrix

Including the raw material information is the key to faster
development. How to do this?

I P = number of properties
measured on our materials

I KI = number of ingredients
I R is the recipe ratio matrix:

N × KI

I one recipe in each row, for
previous products

I shows mass ratio of each
ingredient used

I IT is a P × KI matrix: each row
contains a property measured
on all the ingredients used

I X(mix) = RI: weighted sum of
the property
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Mixture PLS
Usual approach:

Better approach:
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Mixture PLS

I The ideal mixing rule applies for many situations: X(mix) = RI

I Using X(mix) introduces the raw material properties into the
model

I If these properties are correlated with Y, the model will
improve
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Mixture PLS example
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Mixture PLS example

X(mix) = [RrubberIrubber RoilIoil RPP] since there were no
polypropylene (PP) properties available.

Usual approach: PLS relating R to Y

I Q2
A=7 = 32%

Mixture matrix approach: PLS relating X(mix) to Y

I Q2
A=7 = 60%

The knowledge obtained from this model (see loadings plot) was
consistent with that of an experienced polymer chemist.
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Mixture PLS example
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Inverting the latent variable mixture model

A two-step approach:

1. ydes −→ τ des

2. τ des −→ xnew =
[
x
(P)
new x

(mix)
new

]
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Inverting the latent variable mixture model

Given the desired quality values: ydes

1. Calculate the scores: τ des =
(
CTC

)−1
CTydes

2. Calculate the desired X-space values: xnew = W∗τ des

Notes:
I xnew values are found for each block in the X space

I new process settings, x
(P)
new

I new blend properties, x
(mix)
new

I but x(mix)
new doesn’t tell which ingredients and what ratios to use

I The rank of the Y is often less than A = model’s rank.
I this means many possible score combinations in τ des can

achieve the same ydes

I discussed in Jaeckle’s PhD thesis, and illustrated nicely in
different ways in Garćıa-Muñoz PhD thesis
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Objective for this section
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General optimization approach for product development

min
x
(P)
new and rnew

(ydes − ypred)
T W1 (ydes − ypred) + w2

KI∑
i=1

rnewci + w3

KI∑
i=1

δi

subject to various constraints:

1. Ideal mixing rule: x
(mix)T
new = rTnewD ← (1× NN)(NN × P)

I there are NN entries in rnew, one for every ingredient in D

2. The multiblock PLS model:
I ypred = Cτ new

I τ new =
[
x

(P)T
new , x

(mix)T
new

]
W∗ ← project search variables onto model

3. Constraints on the model space:
I SPEnew < α ← a small value, smaller than 95% limit
I T 2

new < T 2
lim, 95%

4. Sum of ratios =
∑

rnew,i = 1 and ratios are between 0 and 1

5. Each raw material is either used, or zero (integer constraint)
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General optimization approach for product development

I x
(P)
new: the process settings for the product (search variables)

I rnew: mass ratio of each ingredient to use in the recipe (search
variables)

I ydes: the desired properties we want

I ypred: the properties we will obtain

I W1: a diagonal matrix that weighs each ydes relative to the
others

I w2 and w3: weights to adjust objective function preferences

I ci the cost per unit weight for ingredient i

I δi is 1 if ingredient i is used, else it is zero

I C and W∗: PLS model coefficients

I D our sparse database of all raw material properties

Problem is a mixed-integer, nonlinear problem (MINLP)
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Polymer blend example using optimization approach

From chapter 3 of Koji Muteki’s PhD thesis:3

I Rubber, polypropylene and oil are blended

I Aim: Replace existing rubbers in the recipe with new rubbers
(e.g. changing suppliers)

I Aim: Maintain the desired polymer blend properties

I Aim: Minimize raw material costs

Process settings were not used in this example, since all prior
products were produced at the same settings.

3Figures and example used with permission
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Polymer blend example

Optimization characteristics:

I Number of variables in the optimization: 30

I Number of constraints: 93

I MINLP solved using GAMS/SBB

Integer values make the optimization problem harder (MINLP). Set
w3 = 0 so we don’t require δi terms anymore; makes it an NLP.
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Polymer blend example: product 1

I Rubber 5 was replaced by rubber 1 and 2 (these rubbers were
never used by the company, but were included in D)

I Red box: rubber produced by company was very similar to
model predictions

I 0.478 = (ydes − ypred)
T W1 (ydes − ypred) term from objective

function

I Existing cost: 277.4 units; new cost: 267.5 units
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Polymer blend example: alternative solutions

Adjusting values of W1,w2 and w3 creates alternative solutions.
They are often similar, but have different characteristics:

1. Cheaper blend, but greater prediction error
2 and 3. More expensive, but closer to target
4. Similar to implemented solution, but uses different materials

Allows the company to trade-off:
I closeness to the target properties
I total material cost
I number of materials
I supplier availability and reliability
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Optimization approach to product development: summary

It is the most useful, and general approach:

I avoids the 2-step approach: ydes −→ τ des −→ xnew, but still
incorporates the LV model to ensure consistency

I allows optimizing some, or all entries in ydes, by using
adjusting W1

I range (box) constraints on ydes and xnew easily handled

I handles “soft constraints”: cost of ingredients, recipe
complexity

I handles integer variables with MINLP: integer variables often
appear in X space variables

I solves the “make the same product in a different way” problem

I is the only way we can introduce choices in the raw materials
(pure mixture PLS cannot)

I we can periodically re-optimize if raw materials change, or if
uncontrolled but measured process disturbances occur
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Example: product appearance case study

Chapter 8 from J. Jay Liu’s PhD thesis describes optimizing the
appearance of a product.4

4Figures and example used with permission
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Example: product appearance case study

1. Extract wavelet features for each image and perform PCA on
them; get score values

2. Summarize each each image by its t1, t2, t3, t4 values
I Negative t1: flat image; higher t1: more and more patterns
I Negative t2: dots and fine features; high t2: more swirls and

ripples
I Negative t3: mainly horizontal patterns; high t3: vertical

patterns

3. Had 46 operating conditions: injection speed, formulation
settings and plaque positions (binary coded) as X

4. Let the PCA scores by Y, and build a PLS model relating X
and Y

5. Invert the LV model to find settings xnew with desired visual
appearance
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Example: Emily recipes

Chapter 3 from Emily Nichols’ thesis describes product
reformulation.

I Reformulation can be done using the optimization approach.
I Objective function is to maintain the ydes as far as possible

I maintain taste
I maintain texture

I Add a term to minimize/maximize the new criteria for
reformulation

I minimize “attribute of interest”

I Can also add terms to minimize cost

I Adding new ingredients is undesirable (unexpected effects,
process changes)

I Use constraints on the ingredient ratios

Nicely written chapter; shows how extra experimental data was
added to bootstrap towards final objective.
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Example: Batch trajectories

The same approach has been successfully applied to systems with
batch trajectories in X.

We don’t have time to cover these other interesting examples, but
please read:

I Flores-Cerrillo PhD thesis, chapter 5

I Garćıa-Muñoz PhD thesis, chapter 4
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What we covered in this course
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What do we want to learn from our data?

1. Improve/confirm process understanding How do we learn
from our data?

I see which variables behave similarly (clustering)
I confirm which phenomena have greatest effect in the data

I high variability appears in first LVs
I lower variability phenomena later
I understand between batch variation (overall scores, T 2, and

SPE)
I understand within batch variation (instantaneous scores, T 2,

and SPE)

I which variables have most strong influence on variability in
that component

I variables with high loadings

I interpret latent variables
I sometimes we can
I helps us when we think in latent variable space
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What do we want to learn from our data?

2. Troubleshooting
I confirm a known problem occurred (SPE, T 2, ta)
I use contribution plots to diagnose

I what went wrong?
I when did it go wrong (batch)?

I use interpretation of t1, t2 to explain high/low score values
I use engineering judgement to fix problems from insight gained
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What do we want to learn from our data?

3. Improve/optimize a process
I how can we move in the latent variable space?
I what are the causal variables to adjust to move in t1, t2, . . .
I how do we do latent variable DOE’s to fill in gaps

These all rely on the concept of “model inversion”
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What do we want to learn from our data?

4. Predictive modelling
I uses PLS models
I e.g. inferential sensors provide real-time prediction of Y, our

critical quality attributes (CQAs)
I PLS handles colinearity, missing values, noisy X-variables
I these 3 issues cannot be dealt with by ordinary least squares
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What do we want to learn from our data?

5. Process monitoring
I build a model from “in control” operation: make sure we

remain there
I don’t need to take extra action if we remain in that space
I do adjust process if trending out of space; we can monitor:

I SPE,
I T 2

I ta score limits

I use contribution plots to diagnose problems
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What do we want to learn from our data?

5. Process monitoring (cont’d) Advantages over univariate

monitoring:
I we monitor many raw variables with summarized scores, SPE,

and T 2

I i.e. we actually have fewer control charts with multivariate
monitoring

I multivariate charts are interpreted in the same way as
univariate charts

I i.e. little extra operator training required
I ordinary Shewhart charts do not give any help with diagnosis,

LV contributions do
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Tools to learn from our data

1. Generic: applicable to all types of processes

2. Informative: easy to use by untrained staff for decision making

I clear and quick action possible

3. Simple to implement: straightforward calculations and fast

Latent variable methods meet these criteria
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